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IMPORTANCE OF ....  

The Gemara (Kidushin 52a) states that in matters disputed 
between Rava and Abaye, the Halacha sides with Abaye in 6 
cases, marked by the mnemonic: o”de k”gh, where “e”  stands for 
ihaushe (betrothal) that cannot be consummated due to some doubt 
or uncertainty, but is still valid. Tosafos states that a case came 
before Rabbeinu Tam where a person gave a wealthy man 
betrothal money to betroth his daughter, without specifying which 
daughter. In the absence of any indicator, Rabbeinu Tam was 
prepared to rule that the older of the daughters was betrothed, 
because of the Posuk: vrhfcv hbpk vrhgmv ,,k ubnuenc if vagh tk, 
describing Lavan’s convention not to marry off a younger 
daughter before the older. However, do we not have a rule that 
restricts deriving Halacha from events or Pesukim occurring 
before Matan Torah ?  The Shevus Yaakov (1:26) cites an opinion 
which says that we make an exception for things that make sense. 
In fact, we actually derive vjnac vjna ihcrgn iht from Lavan’s 
words: ,tz guca tkn, which required waiting until after Leah’s 
Sheva Berachos before Yaakov could marry Rochel. Why does 
marrying off the older child first make sense ? After all, there is 
no question that men are obligated in ucru urp. If a younger 
brother has the opportunity to fulfill this mitzvah before his older 
brother, why should he delay ? Avnei Chafetz (25) presumes it is 
because a younger brother is also obligated in kusdv uhjt sucf, 
which many Poskim hold includes all older brothers, not just the 
first-born. The Gemara (Sotah 34b) asks what is meant by the 
word v,bcb in the Posuk: ohrmn igum hbpk v,bcb ohba gca iurcju. It 
cannot mean “built” because that would imply that Cham built 
Chevron for his 4th son Canaan seven years before he built Tzoan 
for his 2nd son Mitzrayim, and one does not build a house for a 
younger son before an older one. (The Gemara answers - v,bcb 
means fertile) Thus, favoring the older child for precedence 
certainly seems to make sense. However, if it is indeed based on 
kusdv uhjt sucf, the older brother (or sister) can surely be kjun.  

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
When may a person who does not qualify as a legitimate hbg 
collect Tzedaka for himself ?  

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(If one can’t stay with the minyan, should he even join ?)  
The Kinyan Torah (5:111) points out that one who leaves a 
minyan “stranded” is subject to the vkke of ukfh ‘s hczugu and to 
avoid that, perhaps he shouldn’t join, even temporarily if he must 
leave soon. However, he rules that every little bit helps, and 
perhaps another 10th will show up to replace him when he leaves.   

DIN'S CORNER:  
If one acquires a new garment with the intention to tie Tzitzis on 
its 4 corners, he should recite ubhhjva either as he begins to attach 
the Tzitzis, or when he puts it on in its completed state for the first 
time. If he attaches Tzitzis to a garment he owned previously, no 
ubhhjva should be said. (MB 22:1) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   

The Gemara (Bava Basra 119a) elaborates in its description of R’ 
Shimon of Shikmon, a student of R’ Akiva, who said that Moshe 
knew that the Mekoshesh was to die, but didn’t know which form 
of execution to use. Tosafos asks why Moshe did not assume that 
it was ebj, which is the most lenient, and used as the “default”.  
The Gemara (Pesachim 46b) introduces the concept of khtuv 
which permits taking into account the possibility of a change in 
circumstances when establishing Halacha. “Since”, if it were to 
change, the Halacha would change, we may assume the change 
initially. Tosafos asks, we should then permit all Chilul Shabbos 
since, if we had to assist a dangerously ill person, all Melacha 
would be permitted. Tosafos answers that such is not a common 
occurrence, and khtuv only applies to common changes. The 
Shaagas Aryeh asks, a Shabbos Bris is common enough, and R’ 
Eliezer holds one may even cut wood for use in forging a Milah 
knife. Should not the Mekoshesh have thus been exempt for 
gathering wood ? Not according to R’ Akiva, who holds that 
preparatory acts are not permitted – only the Bris itself, which is 
why the Gemara mentioned that Shimon of Shikmon was a 
student of R’ Akiva. R’ Hillel of Lublin notes that the Mekoshesh 
and the Megadef (son of Shlomis and an Egyptian) were both 
confined at the same time. The Gemara (Sanhedrin 50a) derives 
the lenient and default nature of ebj from the fact that vkhex is 
meted out to the Megadef, which Moshe only discovered now, 
and as such, he could not have defaulted the Mekoshesh to ebj.    

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
R’ Avrohom Yitzchok HaKohen Kook was often criticized for his alleged 

“acceptance” of and empathy towards the early 20th century non-

religious settlers of Eretz Yisroel. Rav Kook would speak softly to them, 

in a Kiruv way, and his detractors pointed out that many Gedolim were 

opposed to this. When two men challenged him, Rav Kook responded 

by quoting Chazal who stated that a person should always [strive to] be 

kkvf i,ubg - a humble person like Hillel, htnaf ispe tku - and not a 

stern and overly exacting person like Shammai. One wonders why 

Chazal could not have simply said not to be overly exacting. Is it proper 

to disparage a Gadol B’Yisroel by telling people not to be like him ? Rav 

Kook suggested that Chazal meant to point out that there are 2 paths to 

choose from, each with a pro and a con. vubg (humility), where one 

speaks pleasantly, has the advantage of some positive influence when 

dealing with the irreligious,  but also the disadvantage, in the eyes of the 

religious, as it seems to accept and strengthen irreligious behavior. On 

the other hand, ,ubspe (strict and exacting) has the advantage of 

satisfying those who favor separation from the negative influence of 

secularism, while losing out on any chance of positive Kiruv. Which is 

preferable ? Chazal are saying that everyone can and should be humble 

like Hillel, even if that is the only attribute of Hillel that he can emulate. 

However, when it comes to being a ispe, only Shammai had the right to 

adopt such a path, and no one else may emulate him in that regard.    

P.S . Sholosh Seudos sponsored by the Grant family.  


